To the London Borough of xxxxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Date: xxxxxxxxxxxx

FOI Request regarding Parking Revenues and Costs, Bus Lane Infringements and
other Decriminalised Moving Traffic Offences
Dear Sirs,
I wish to obtain the details of the income and expenditure from parking charges,
and associated penalty charges (including decriminalised moving traffic offences),
and the costs associated with those including all administration and enforcement
costs for your borough. Please consider this a request under the Freedom of
Information Act.
Could someone in the council please supply that information in sufficient detail so
that I get a clear picture of the sources of such revenue and to what they are
applied for the financial year [2009/2010].
Ideally Revenue should be broken down as follows:
On-street Parking (meters, etc) Revenue, including bay suspension permits
On-street Enforcement Revenue
Permit Parking (CPZ schemes) Revenue
Off-street Parking Revenue (council owned/managed car parks)
Off-street Parking Enforcement Revenue
Bus Lane Enforcement Revenue
Other Decriminalised Moving Traffic Offences Revenue
Expenditure should be likewise categorized as follows (excluding capital items):
On-street Parking (meters, etc) costs
On-street Enforcement costs
Permit Parking (CPZ schemes) costs
Off-street Parking costs (council owned/managed car parks)
Off-street Parking Enforcement costs
Bus Lane Enforcement costs
Other Decriminalised Moving Traffic Offences Enforcement costs

If there are other sources of revenue, or of expenditure in relation to parking or
traffic matters, please add those categories also.
In addition please provide a breakdown of where any surplus revenue over
associated costs is applied to other expenditure such as traffic management, road
safety schemes, concessionary fare schemes (Freedom Passes, etc) and any other
expenditure.
If there is any capital expenditure (or amortization of that expenditure) in the data
supplied, could that be clearly identified please as I am primarily interested in only
the annual operating revenues and expenditure.
I do not mind receiving the information in a form that is not directly that requested
so long as the information supplied does contain it somewhere or can be deduced
from analysis of it. If this request is not clear, or you believe you do not have the
information in a form that will assist me in understanding the council’s income and
expenditure in relation to these items, perhaps you could telephone me on the
number below to discuss.
I am of course happy to receive any response via email to the address below.
Yours sincerely

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Telephone: xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Email: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

